CP&D - description
● Identify and promote career opportunities --- HEP and non-HEP
● Identify and promote varied skill development --- technical,
computational, communication, career-building
● Encourage career plans based on aptitude (which abilities → which
career)
● Encourage broader mentorship toward a variety of career paths
● Training/partnership programs to boost industry careers, 4-yr institution
careers, and alumni connections
● Synergy with other Topical Groups in CEF → vision for development of
career opportunities and paths
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Questions to the frontiers
1.

There are academic jobs in 4-year institutions (URI) which are very attractive alternatives to highly competitive R1
jobs. URI institutions can favorably affect diversity and inclusiveness in a collaboration. Faculty who join URIs face
several hurdles: heavy teaching load, funding insecurity compared to R1 peers, high experiment fees & service
work. Collaborations are sensitive and do try to help but that is more of an exception than a norm. How can each
frontier work on finding ways to mitigate these obstacles?

2.

How would each frontier/collaboration engage in HEP wide common training (software and hardware)? A
great example is IRIS-HEP/HSF in the software (and HL-LHC) realm. This endeavor is critical to enable the next
generation in solving future challenging issues in HEP. This also requires experimental collaborations to collaborate
among each other. How can we do that despite the fact that each experiment has its own unique challenges?

3.

Given that 70% of physics PhDs join industry, we need an organised effort to streamline the process of finding
jobs in industry (from the HEP side). Several LOIs suggest ways to do that but it would require efforts by dedicated
personnel in a continuous manner. We need to connect HEP with alumni, or keep alumni connected with HEP.
(ex: https://alumni.cern). We should develop central resources to facilitate this process. This would make our field
sustainable by attracting the best talent and providing them with the security of a job search support and networking
system. How do the Snowmass Frontiers value this idea, and how can each frontier help? We think that DOE
labs are hubs for HEP and might want to lead on this with help from the HEP community.

Next Steps
● What Needs to occur between now and next July’s Community Summer
Study on a variety of topics
○
○
○
○

Working on organizing LOIs
Names of white papers and contributors
Building survey questions to collect data on community needs/opinions
What does it take to achieve proposed ideas in LOIs?

● Focus on inter-frontier discussions and establish cross-working-group
connections
○ What input do we need from other Frontiers?
● Provide space for members across the field to talk to each other and to
discuss, promote, and develop new ideas
● Identify gaps and further input needed to achieve Snowmass goals

